
 

  Main idea 
Passage 1 

The most important reason that life can exist on earth is its atmosphere, the air around us. Without it, 
plant and animal life could not have developed. There would be no clouds, weather or even sounds, only a 
dead like stillness and an endlessly black sky. Without the protection of the atmosphere, the sun would 
burn the earth by day. At night, with no atmosphere, the stored heat run away into space, dropping the 
temperature of the planet hundreds degrees. 

 

The most important message in this text would be ---- .  

a) That plant and animal could not have developed without atmosphere. 
b) That the air around the earth has a vital role for life on the earth. 
c) That the sun would burn the earth without atmosphere. 
d) That without atmosphere the stored heat would run away. 

 

Passage 2 

Almost every form of transportation has given someone the idea for a new type of toy. After the 
Montgolfier brothers flew the first balloon, toy balloons became popular playthings. In the nineteenth 
century, soon after railroads and steamships were developed, every child had to have model trains and 
steamboats. The same held true for automobiles and airplanes in the early twentieth century. Toy rockets 
and missiles became popular at the beginning of the space age, and by the 1980s, there were many 
different versions of space shuttle toys. 

The main idea of this passage is ---- 

a) Inventors have been inspired by toys to build new forms of transportation 
b) Toy automobiles and airplanes were very popular in the early 1900s 
c) Toy design has often followed developments in transportation 

 

Passage 3 

Look at cuts where highways have been built to see exposed clay beds, or look at a construction site, were 
pockets of clay may be exposed. Rivers also reveal clay along their banks, and erosion on a hillside may 
make clay easily accessible. What is clay made of? The earth’s surface is basically rocks, and it is this rock 
that gradually decomposes into clay. Rain, streams, alternating freezing and thawing, roots of trees and 
plants forcing their way into cracks, earthquakes, volcanic action, and glaciers. All of these forces slowly 
breakdown the Earth’s exposed rocky crust into smaller and smaller pieces that eventually become clay. 



Rocks are composed of elements and compounds of elements. Feldspar, which is the most abundant 
mineral on the Earth’s surface, is basically made up of the oxides silica and alumina combined with alkalis 
like potassium and some so – called impurities such as iron. 

 

The author’s main point in paragraph 1 is that clay deposits …. 

a) Conceal layers of rock   b) can be found in various places 

        c) Are usually small   d) must be removed from construction sites 

 

 

Scanning Items 

 

Passage 4 

Hermit crabs occupy the empty shells of Dead Sea snails for protection while still retaining their mobility. 
They are capable of discriminating among a selection of shells of various sizes and species, and they 
choose the one that fits the body most closely. Hermit cards change shells as they grow, although in some 
marine environments a large enough variety of shells may not be available and the hermit crab may be 
forced to occupy a smaller – than – ideal house. When a shell becomes too small for the hermit crab to 
occupy, it will sometimes become aggressive and fight other hermit crabs to gain a larger shell. 

Hermit crabs may encounter empty shells in the course of their daily activity, but the vacant shell is 
usually spotted by sight. The hermit crab’s visual response increases with size of an object and its contrast 
against the background. The hermit crab then seizes the shell with its walking legs and climbs on it, 
monitoring its size. If the size is right, the crab investigates its shape and texture by rolling it over between 
its walking legs and inning its claws over the surface. Once the shell’s opening has been located, the crab 
uses its claws to remove any foreign material before preparing to enter. The crab rises above the opening, 
flexes its abdomen, and enters the shell backward. The shell interior is monitored by the abdomen as the 
crab repeatedly enters and withdraws. When completely satisfied with its new mobile home, the hermit 
crab will emerge one last time, turn the shell over and make a final entrance. 

1- According the passage, hermit crabs occupy vacant shells for … 
a) Mobility  b) flexibility  c) protection  d) discrimination 

 

2- According to passage, a hermit crab changes shells when it … 
b) a)  outgrows the one it has  b) hunts for food 
c) becomes aggressive   d) locates any vacant shell 



 

3- According to the passage, the way in which hermit crabs locate empty shells is through which of 
the following senses?  

a) Hearing  b) touch  c) taste   d) sight 

 

4- A crab investigates a vacant shell for all of the following except … 
a) Size   b) type   c) shape  d) texture 

 

5- According to the passage, a hermit crab enters a new shell … 
a) Head first  b) claws first  c) backward  d) with its walking legs 

  

6- According to the passage, a hermit crap settles into its new “mobile home” … 
a) After entering and leaving several times b) without inspecting the interior first 
b) C) immediately after locating the shell opening d) after fighting other hermit crabs for a 

larger shell 

 

Tone - Attitude 

Passage 5   

Various types of fog are essentially clouds that form at the earth’s surface, produced by temperature 
differences and moisture in the air. As warm, moisture- laden air cools, its relative humidity (the amount 
of moisture that air can contain, which depends on the temperature) increases. Warm air can hold more 
water vapor than cold air. So if the air is cooled sufficiently it will reach saturation, or the dew point, at 
which point the moisture begins to condense out of the air and form water droplets, creating fog. 

 

The tone of this passage could best be described as 

 a)humorous                          b)argumentative                   c)objective                      d)persuasive 

 

 

Passage 6  

Traditionally, mental teats have been divided into two types.  Achievement tests are designed to measure 
acquired skills and knowledge, particularly those that have been explicitly taught. The proficiency exams 
required by some states for high school graduation are achievement tests. Aptitude tests are designed to 



measure a person’s ability to acquire new skills or, knowledge. For example, vocational aptitude tests can 
help you decide whether you would do better as a mechanic or musician. However, all mental tests are in 
some sense achievement tests because they assume some sort of past learning or experience with certain 
objects, words, or situations. The difference between achievement and aptitude tests is one of degree and 
intended use. 

 

The author’s attitude toward the subject of testing is  

a) Indifferent          b) critical             c) objective         d) emotional  

 

 

Reference Item 

Passage 7  

East End Mall has fewer large department stores than most malls, but instead features more than 200 
small shops. The few remaining vacant stores will be filled as soon as the mall’s owners find proprietors 
who fit the mall’s image.  

One factor that contributed to the immediate popularity of East End Mall was that all of the stores remain 
open from 9 A.  M until 10 P.M, Monday through Friday. This favorable start has certainly be capitalized on 
thanks to such features as its being the only shopping center in the area to provide free baby- setting for 
children from two to ten years old and its offering restaurants to suit every pocket, with the possible 
exception of the highly budget- conscious. Furthermore, as far as movie entrainment is concerned, East 
End Mall tops Westgate Mall, which looked very impressive when it opened last year, with four movie 
theatres.  

Add to all this the fact that the air- conditioning system guarantees a comfortable inside temperature of 70 
F no matter what the weather is like outside, and the fact that, in addition to its three beautiful fountains, 
the mall has a quiet garden area with comfortable benches and chairs for the weary shopper, and one 
might well ask whether any criticism at all should be leveled at this exciting project.  

One that is sometimes voiced is that East End Mall is located outside of the city limits. However, even this 
disadvantage is offset by the regular, inexpensive bus service between the mall and the central bus 
terminal, Monday through Saturday. A further complaint might be that, although the mall is surrounded 
by trees to merge it into the landscape, it will be several years before these effectively hide the main 
buildings and the vast parking lot.  

1- Does the word’ who’ in line 3 refer to: 
A) East End Mall?          B)  Owners?           C)  Proprietors?            D) Vacant stores?  

2- Does the word’ its’ in line 7 refer to: 
A) East End Mall?      B) Westgate Mall?         C) All stores?         D) Free baby- setting? 



3- Does the word’ it’ in line 9 refer to: 
A) Movie entertainment?                        B) Westgate Mall?  
B) East End Mall?                                  D)   Highly budget- conscious? 

4- Does the word’ one’ in line 15 refer to:  
A) Shopper?        B) Project?           C) Mall           D) criticism?  

5- Does the word’ it ‘in line 18 refers to?  

 

Neighboring Items 

Passage 8 

East End Mall has fewer large department stores than most malls, but instead features more than 200 
small shops. The few remaining vacant stores will be filled as soon as the mall’s owners find proprietors 
who fit the mall’s image.  

One factor that contributed to the immediate popularity of East End Mall was that all of the stores remain 
open from 9 A.  M until 10 P.M, Monday through Friday. This favorable start has certainly be capitalized on 
thanks to such features as its being the only shopping center in the area to provide free baby- setting for 
children from two to ten years old and its offering restaurants to suit every pocket, with the possible 
exception of the highly budget- conscious. Furthermore, as far as movie entrainment is concerned, East 
End Mall tops Westgate Mall, which looked very impressive when it opened last year, with four movie 
theatres.  

Add to all this the fact that the air- conditioning system guarantees a comfortable inside temperature of 70 
F no matter what the weather is like outside, and the fact that, in addition to its three beautiful fountains, 
the mall has a quiet garden area with comfortable benches and chairs for the weary shopper, and one 
might well ask whether any criticism at all should be leveled at this exciting project.  

One that is sometimes voiced is that East End Mall is located outside of the city limits. However, even this 
disadvantage is offset by the regular, inexpensive bus service between the mall and the central bus 
terminal, Monday through Saturday. A further complaint might be that, although the mall is surrounded 
by trees to merge it into the landscape, it will be several years before these effectively hide the main 
buildings and the vast parking lot.  

6- Does the word’ who’ in line 3 refer to: 
B) East End Mall?          B)  Owners?           C)  Proprietors?            D) Vacant stores?  

7- Does the word’ its’ in line 7 refer to: 
B) East End Mall?      B) Westgate Mall?         C) All stores?         D) Free baby- setting? 

8- Does the word’ it’ in line 9 refer to: 
C) Movie entertainment?                        B) Westgate Mall?  
D) East End Mall?                                  D)   Highly budget- conscious? 

9- Does the word’ one’ in line 15 refer to:  
B) Shopper?        B) Project?           C) Mall           D) criticism?  

10- Does the word’ it ‘in line 18 refers to?  



Propose Items 

 

Passage 9 

A new hearing device is now available for some hearing- impaired people. This device uses a magnet to 
hold the detachable sound- processing portion in place. Like other aids, it converts sound into vibrations. 
But it is unique in that it can transmit the vibration directly to the magnet, and then to the inner ear.  This 
produces a clearer sound. The new device will not help all hearing- impaired people, 0nly those with a 
hearing loss caused by infection or other problem in the middle ear. It will probably help no more than 20 
percent of all people with hearing problems. Those people, however, who have persistent ear infections 
should find relief and restored hearing with the new device. 

What is the author’s main purpose? 

a) To describe a new cure for car infections. 
b) To inform the reader of a new device. 
c) To urge doctors to use a new device. 
d) To explain the use of a magnet. 

 

Passage 10 

The most important fact about the Middle East is that it produces more than a quarter of the world’s 
petroleum and has far larger oil reserves than any other area. Most of the oil and petrol comes from the 
Persian Gulf and from Iran. In recent years events in the Middle East have affected the rest of the world. 
Nearly all the industrialized countries buy Middle East oil, and their economics are affected by the price 
they have to pay for it. Therefore any political event, such as the raising of oil prices by the Middle East oil 
producers, the revolution in Iran, or the Gulf war, has an effect on the economics of the countries. 

 

The purpose of this passage is that…….  

a) Any event in Middle East may affect the price of oil  
b) All industrialized countries produce enough oil and don’t need Middle East oil  
c) The revolution of Iran didn’t have any effect on the price of oil  
d) Some countries have strong economy and can buy oil from other countries  

 

 

 

 



Inferred Implied 

Passage 11 

Hussein liked to spend his free time taking things apart to see what made them work. He had a collection 
of old clocks and watches and various automobile parts scattered around the basement. He was especially 
fond of taking old car engines apart. 

Hussein probably was………….. 

a) Nervous          b) curious                     c) careful                                      d) special 

 

Passage 12  

Mina’s parents had been out of town for a couple of days. When they were supposed to return, Mina 
cleaned the house and baked a cake. She made sure that her younger sister was neatly dressed and ready 
to welcome their parents. Then Mina made a pot of tea. When her mother and father arrived, they were 
pleasantly surprised. 

Mina probably was………. 

a) Thoughtful           b) possible               c) interesting               d) pleasant  

 

Passage 13 

Parviz always made certain that his clothes were clean and pressed and that his shoes were polished. 
Before he left the house in the morning, he carefully combed his hair. His mother could clean his room 
very quickly because everything was usually in its place. 

Parviz probably was……. 

a) Quick             b) certain           c) neat               d) curious  

 

Vocabulary 
 

Vocabulary test 1 

1- Money is raised to build a new sports ---- for children in this neighborhood. 
a) Fault               b) facility                      c) pulley                d) vegetation 

 



2- Don’t ---- to call me if you need any help. I’m at your service this week. 
a) Splash           b) supersede  c) hesitate d) interpret 

 

3- Flood ---- who were saved spend the night in local shelters. 
a) Partners b) refugees c)troops d)victims 

 

4- The nurse ---- up the cut and left it to heal, although it was really painful. 
a) Stitch  b)assume c) divide d)generalize 

 

5- The gas can be ---- if inhaled in large amount. So be careful about it. 
a) Noticeable b) elastic c) fruitful d) fatal 

 

6- She died while she was trying to ---- her children from the blaze of fire. 
a) Bleed  b) collapse c) dislocate d) rescue 

 

7- His contract ---- him from discussing his work with anyone outside the company. 
a) Tastes  b) leads to c) precludes d) absorbs 

 

8- Doctors say that the disease is most ---- in the first twenty hours so it’s better for us to get away from him 
now. 

a) Attentive b) admirable c) infectious d) eternal 

 

9- Several houses were ---- to make way for new road although their owners were not satisfied with it. 
a) Compiled b) demolished c) enshrined d) adored 

 

10- Juanita was ---- with fear and I was trying to make her calm. 
a) Modifying b)petering out c) shivering d) patching 

 

 

Vocabulary test 2 

1- Hindus ---- 82% of Indian’s population. As you know that’s a big proportion. 
a) Comprise  b) conceal  c) extract  d) estimate  



 

2- We have ---- respect for each other’s work. We never interfere or tease each other’s job. 
a) Metaphysical  b) suspicious  c) pregnant  d) mutual  

 

3- The thought that she might be dead was just too awful to ----. I prefer not to think about it. 
a) Scatter  b) contemplate c) lift   d) involve 

 

4- Richards ---- criticism that the Red Cross has not educated the public about AIDS. 
a) Appeased  b) assigned  c) boosted  d) dismissed 

 

5- Families need to encourage activities that promote ---- between parent and child. 
a) Fracture  b) interaction  c) wisdom  d) tention 

 

6- There is no risk of getting AIDS when ---- blood. Be sure it’s not dangerous. Try to help people with 
your blood.  

a) Donating  b) collapsing  c) draining  d) deteriorating 

 

7- Be careful using ---- in a job interview. It can easily be misunderstood. 
a) Humor  b) beam  c) comfort  d) frame 

 

8- I’m so glad you didn’t get that ---- flue. I was really afraid of it. They say it is fatal. 
a) Nasty   b) unloaded  c) unfit  d) smooth   

 

9- We have passed eight years of ethnic ---- and now it’s turn to live in peace without no hostility. 
a) Inhalation  b) presumption c) proximity  d) strife 

 
10- Only 16 percent of the freshman who were ---- said that they intended to major in business. 

a) Forbidden  b) complicated c) polled  d) encouraged 

 

Vocabulary test 3 

1- At first the bank was ---- to lend me the money but finally they were convinced to give me a loan. 
a) Well –done  b) reluctant  c) theological  d) steep 



 

2- Thank you for your ---- , we really needed someone’s support for wining the prize. 
a) Patronage  b) willingness  c) avoidance  d) disaster 

 

3- Sara’s paintings show human ---- into animals. They are terrible. 
a) Speculating  b) wandering  c) transmuting  d) transferring 

 

4- The doctor spoke about what is necessary to ---- AIDS. He explained how we can prevent it. 
a) Eradicate  b) abandon  c) claim  d) navigate 

 

5- Los Angeles country has over 150 ---- and ethnic groups in it and so discrimination is common there. 
a) Equivalent  b) racial  c) movable  d) innocent 

 

6- It is highly ---- that mining would be allowed in the national parks. I’m sure they would not accept it. 
a) Improbable  b) greasy  c) incurable  d) explicit 

 

7- The poor performances of actors and actresses do not necessary spell ---- for a movie if its story is worthy. 
a) Sample   b) suburb  c) doom  d) pollen 

  

8- It is ---- that the document be neat and clearly worded unless it would be useless. 
a) Vital   b) relative  c) predictable  d) remarkable 

 

9- Her ---- started to fade among people who knew her as she got older. 
a) Offence   b) trick   c) specification  d) popularity 

 

10- The leader believed these changes did little to ---- the unions. 
a) Covet   b) surmise  c) aspire  d) placate 

 

 

Vocabulary test 4 

1- When asked about the possibility, his answer was ---- “no”. You cannot change his opinion at all. 
a) Faulty  b) exhausted  c) gradual  d) decisive 



 

2- What ---- the doctor was that the wound healed without scarring. That was really a miracle. 
a) Astonished b) altered  c) devoured  d) fired 

 

3- Cost cutting measures have been ---- in most hospitals all over the country. 
a) Hardened b) implemented c) busted  d) eroded 

 

4- The Earth rotated on a / an ---- between the north and south pole. Do you know that? 
a) Glance  b) axis   c) prosecution  d) equation 

 

5- By 1980 Boitano was the national junior ---- in ice skating. No one could even compete him. 
a) Fan  b) impression  c) champion  d) irritant  

 

6- We were all happy since he was eventually ---- of the charges. 
a) Overtaken b) petered away c) welled up  d) acquitted 

 

7- Would you like to buy a software package that ---- data storage on your hard disk? 
a) Invades b) optimizes  c) separates  d) imagines 

 

8- I need to go to the drugstore to get this ---- filled. 
a) Affection b) continuation c) competition  d) prescription 

 

9- To supply and demand for the money must be kept in ---- .  
a) Mayor  b) sequence  c) equilibrium  d) seed 

 

10- The market was a small family store that ---- into a national supermarket chain soon. 
a) Suspects b) evolved  c) owes  d) fines    

 

Vocabulary test 5 

1- Police are under pressure to find someone to ---- for the murder. 
a) Endure  b) boo  c) encounter  d) prosecute 



 

2- She will only take him back ifhe can ---- her that he has changed in this period of time. 
a) Persuade b) evolve c) display  d) frustrate 

 

3- Medical tests in late August ---- that a virus was slowly destroyed his heart. 
a) Leaped  b) seized c) spoiled  d) revealed 

 

4- After changing the textbooks, schools ---- an increase in student test scores. 
a) Anticipate b) boost c) accompany  d) diagnose 

 

5- Getting down the old forests is very harmful and can ---- global warming. 
a) Carry out b) aggravate c) export  d) inflate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


